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This is the second paper on Hall polynomials for symplectic groups. The
definition is analogous to that of Hall polynomials for general linear groups. In
both papers we compute the number of all totally isotropic subspaces W of type m
l in a vector space with symplectic geometry V of type l denoted g see Section 0.1m
.for definitions . Let the dimensions of V and W be 2m and m, respectively. We
represent the basis of V of type l s r d1r d2 . . . r ds with a diagram consisting of s1 2 s
blocks. The entries of this diagram represent elements of a basis of V consisting of
 . m hyperbolic pairs see Definition 0.1.1 . Because of the existence of S]S basis see
.0.2 for definition we always have an obvious totally isotropic subspace. Our
method is to ``deform'' this initial subspace into all others by adding and discarding
basis elements from the current basis. We must keep track of the type of subspace
we thus obtain and the geometric structure that is, the positions of hyperbolic
.pairs in the diagram of the entire space, ensuring isotropy at each step. In our first
w x dpaper 10 we obtain the result for the case when l s r , corresponding to a
diagram with one block. In this case we can choose our basis so that each type of
W corresponds to one geometric structure of V only. This makes our task and
l  .notation simpler and we obtain a closed formula for g see Theorem 0.5.5 .m
Unfortunately it is not so in the case of l s r d1r d2 . . . r ds, s / 1, where two1 2 s
subspaces may have the same type but induce different geometric structures in V
 .see the example in Section 1 . This case is studied below. The Hall polynomials for
w x general linear groups have been computed by T. Klein 4 later, I. G. Macdonald
w x w x.5 and F. M. Maley 6 . Our method differs from that of either author substan-
w xtially. Many of the results of 10 are used in this paper. A quick review of those
results is given in the first section of this paper. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
0. PRELIMINARIES
0.1. Introduction
Let F be a finite field of q elements and let F be an algebraic closureq
of F , q odd. Let V be a 2m-dimensional vector space over F with aq
w xnondegenerate skew symmetric bilinear form , . Let G be the group of
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w xlinear transformations of V leaving , invariant, i.e., G is the symplectic
 .group Sp 2m, F . If P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G, then
X s GrP is a variety isomorphic to the variety of totally isotropic sub-
spaces of V of a given dimension k F m. In this case every maximal
parabolic subgroup P of G has a Levi subgroup isomorphic to GL =k
Sp . P can be regarded as the stabilizer of a fixed isotropic subspace2 myk .
of dimension k of V. Then there is a one to one correspondence between
the cosets xP of P and totally isotropic subspaces W of dimension k of V.
w xFor a fixed unipotent element u of G, V becomes an F t -module with
 . w xthe action of t defined as t ? ¨ s u y 1 ¨. As an F t -module V is
w x l1 w xisomorphic to a direct sum of cyclic modules, V ( F t rt F t [
w x l2 w x w x l s w x  .F t rt F t [ ??? [ F t rt F t . The partition l s l , l , . . . , l of 2m1 2 s
corresponding to the Jordan canonical form of u is the type of the
module V.
Let u be a fixed unipotent element of G. Let w be a fixed unipotent
element of a Levi subgroup L of P, and let p be the projection of P on L.
Then the variety
X s xP ; u xP s xP and p xy1 ux is conjugate to w in L 4 .  .u , w
is isomorphic to the variety of totally isotropic subspaces W of dimension k
as above, where each W is fixed by u and so can be considered an
w xF t -submodule of V. The Jordan canonical form of w determines two
partitions m and n . Under the action of u the space W becomes a module
of type m and the space W HrW a module of type n . The type of W HrW
is called the cotype of W.
We consider the number of F -rational points g of this variety. Let Vq u, w
be a 2m-dimensional symplectic space of type l as above; then g s g lu, w m , n
is the number of totally isotropic subspaces W of V of dimension k, type
 .m, and cotype n . In the case when G s GL n, F , g are polynomials inu, w
w xq called Hall polynomials. They were computed by T. Klein 4 , I. G.
w x w xMacdonald 5 , and recently by F. M. Maley 6 . We will keep this notation
for the symplectic case. It is expected but not generally known that gu, w
for groups other than general linear are also polynomials in q. We
consider g in the case when k s m. In this case each W is a maximalu, w
totally isotropic subspace and has no cotype. We will denote g by g l,u, w m
which, we will show, are polynomials in q.
The g naturally occur when one is inducing from parabolic sub-u, w
groups. Let G be as above and let P be a parabolic subgroup of G. Let F
F  .be a Frobenius map, F: G ª G. Then G s Sp 2m, q . If X is a character
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of P F obtained by trivially extending some character of LF to P F, then
indG
F
F X u s g X w . .  .P u , w
w
Here w runs over a set of representative for the classes in P F which are
contained in the class of u.
G F  .FThe functions Ind X u are, for certain X , special cases of GreenP
F  w x.functions on G see 3, 7.4.4 . So our results give a method of computing
these Green functions.
The rest of the paper is dedicated to proving the following
THEOREM. g l s r1 r i  g l . Here l s r d1 r d2 . . . r ds, r )n is0 js0 c n . c n . 1 2 s 1. i, j.  i, j
 .r ) ??? ) r ) 0. The sum is o¨er all configurations c n associated with2 s  i, j.
 .  .  .n see Section 2 for the definition . We set c n s c n . i, i. i
l w xProof. Our method of computing g is identical to that of 10 .n
 .Because of the existence of the S]S basis of V see Section 0.2 we have
an obvious choice of a type of maximal totally isotropic subspace that we
will use as the initial step of our method. This type is described by
 .  .configurations in 1, 0 -belt see the discussion below . The general outline
of our method is as follows: Given a maximal totally isotropic subspace Vm
of type m in a space V of type l, we pick an element y f V , such thatm
w x  :  :H .Ay g V and y, Ay s 0. Then we consider the space y [ y lV ,m m
determine its type n , and choose a suitable basis containing y for this
 .space see Theorems 0.5.1 and 0.5.3 .
d l w x  .For l s r we computed g in 10 see also Theorem 0.5.5 . In thisn
paper we are interested in l s r d1 r d2 . . . r d s, s / 1. The choice of y in1 2 s
each step of our method not only affects the type of the subspace we
construct at this step but also the geometric structure of V, that is, the
positions of hyperbolic pairs in the basis of V see Definition 0.1.1 and
. dTheorem 0.5.3 . In the case of l s r this structure does not depend on
the particular choice of y, thus simplifying matters. In the case of l s
d1 d2 d s  .r r . . . r that is not so and a type or equivalently a partition does not1 2 s
distinguish constructed subspaces sufficiently for our method see the
.example in Section 1 . We thus group the subspaces of the same type n
further according to the geometric structure they induce in V. We ``index''
 .these groups by configurations c n associated to the partition n and i, j.
l  .compute the polynomials g see Section 2 for definitions . In order toc n . i, j.
compute g l we add the number of subspaces of all possible configurationsn
 .associated to n see the statement of the theorem . Furthermore we set
g l s pl g l and compute the pl .cn . c m ., cn . c m . c m ., cn .
The configurations are described in terms of ``belts,'' which are deter-
 .mined by assignment of ``distinguished'' columns see Section 2 . This
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notation has its roots in the case of one block and ensures that a chosen y
satisfies the conditions necessary to avoid repetitions of spaces. In other
words two different configurations always represent two different spaces.
The idea of belts is motivated by the fact that at each step of our method
only a few rows of the diagram are affected. Furthermore the biggest
number of such rows at each step is the same in all blocks of the same
parity, thus forming a belt of rows of uniform width throughout the
w xdiagram, just as in the one block case. The results of 10 are then used in
our computation in the following way: When one chooses a y as described
.above , the number of all possible choices for y is the same as that in the
corresponding situation in the one block case see particular examples
.below . Of course here, unlike the one block case, different choices can
 .lead to spaces of different structure types configurations and even types
 .partitions .
v  .  . The starting point is the configurations in 1, 0 -belt c n See1, 0.
.section 3 , i.e., the initial maximal totally isotopic space from which all the
others will be obtained. This corresponds to l s 1d in the one block case
 w x.see 10, Proposition 2.2 .
v  .  .The configurations in 2, 1 -belt c n are discussed separately2, 1.
 .see Section 4 since the change of A in an F-fixed conjugacy class in G,
l where F is the Frobenius map, can lead to different values of g seecn .
. d  wSection 4.2 . This corresponds to l s 2 in the case of one block see 10,
x. w xPropositions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 . Just as in 10 , this is the only step of our method
where the computations are affected by the particular choice of A.
v
l  .The polynomials g for all other c n are calculated in Sectioncn .  i, j.
w x5. For analogy with the one block case see 10, Proposition 2.4 .
The method terminates when we have exhausted all possible configura-
tions. More precisely, we cannot compute g l for configurations in beltscn .
wider than r .1
In the reminder of this section we will review the notation and the
w xresults of 10 relevant to this paper. Section 1 is an example. Some new
notation is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 we give the value of g lcn .
 .see Definition 2.4 for the initial types. In Section 4 we discuss the action
 w x .of the Frobenius map see, e.g., 3, 1.17 for the definition and give the
values of g l for the types that are affected by it. All the other types arecn .
discussed in Section 5.
0.2. Notation and Definitions
 .  .Let A be a nilpotent element of g s Lie G , where G s Sp V . Let V
be a 2m-dimensional symplectic vector space over a field F, of type
l s r d1 r d2 . . . r ds, r ) r ) ??? ) r ) 0, with respect to the action of A.1 2 s 1 2 s
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DEFINITION 0.1.1. A diagram basis of V is a basis that can be described
by the following diagram. The diagram consists of a lattice of points in the
 .first quadrant. A point in the i, j th position represents a basis vector y ,i, j
such that Ai y s 0 and Aiy1 y / 0; e.g., the first row represents thei, j i, j
kernel of A. Here y is the A-image of y and we will call y itsiy1, j i, j iq1, j
A-pre-image in this basis. The diagram breaks into s blocks, the kth block
 .consisting of lattice points i, j with 1 F i F r and d qd q??? qd qk 1 2 ky1
1 F j F d q d q ??? qd . For each k, we will call the set of all possible1 2 k
values of j the index set of the k th block and denote it Vl. Two points ink
w xthe diagram are connected with a line if , of the corresponding basis
elements is nonzero. To each basis vector y there correspondsi, j
wa unique basis vector y , called its hyperbolic pair, such that y , i, j.9 i, j
xy / 0. i, j.9
w xBy 8, Thm. 2.18 we can find a diagram basis for V, such that the k th
block is spanned by r d r2 pairs as follows:k k
1. If r is even, then the hyperbolic pairs are positioned in the samek
 .  .column and i, j 9 s r y i q 1, j .k
2. If r is odd, then the d s 2n columns break into pairsk k k
 .  .  .  .  .g , f , g , f , . . . , g , f and i, g 9 s r y i q 1, f .1 1 2 2 n n s k sk k
 .We will call such a basis a Springer]Steinberg basis S]S basis for V.
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0.3. Unipotent classes in GF
 .Let G be the symplectic group Sp 2m, F , P be a maximal parabolic
subgroup of G, and X s GrP. Let u be a unipotent element of G and let
X be the variety defined in the Introduction. Let F: G ª G be au, w
 w x .Frobenius map see, e.g., 3, 1.17 for the definition . In each F-stable
unipotent class C there are certain distinguished unipotent elements inu
F  .  . 0  .C l G , called split, such that F acts on A u s C u rC u trivially.u G G
 . 0  .Here C u is the centralizer of u in G and C u its connected compo-G G
nent containing the identity. If u is split, then the GF-conjugacy classes in
 .C correspond bijectively to the conjugacy classes in A u . See the discus-u
w xsion in 7 .
Let us assume first that l s r d. Then when r is odd a Levi factor of
 .  .C u is isomorphic to Sp and A u is trivial. When r is even, a LeviG d
 .  .factor of C u is isomorphic to the orthogonal group O , and A u ( Z .G d 2
So in the case when r is even we will have a choice of two distinct
representatives, namely us s u, a split and uns , a nonsplit representative.
d1 d2 ds  . sIn general l s r r . . . r and a Levi factor of C u L ( P L ,1 2 s G is1 i
where L s Sp if r is odd, and L s O if r is even. So we will get 2 Ni d i i d ii i
different representatives, where N is the number of i, such that r is even.i
These representatives will be denoted by ue1, e 2 , . . . , eN ., where e s 0 de-i
notes a split and e s 1 a nonsplit choice.i
Remark 0.3.1. Equivalently we will denote with As and Ans the corre-
 .Fsponding choices of representatives of nilpotent classes in g .
0.4. The quadric Q
Let V be of type l s r d, r even. The notion of the quadric Q as
w xdiscussed here was introduced by B. Srinivasan 9 .
The number of F -rational points in Q was calculated by giving ker Aq
w x  . orthogonal structure as defined in 2, III, 6 . This number, Q q asd
w x.calculated in 9 , is
1. When d s 2m q 1
Q q s 1 q q q ??? qq2 my1 . .  .2 mq1
 .2. When d s 2m and , is split
Qs q s 1 q q q ??? qq my 2 q 2 q my 1 q q m q ??? qq2 my2 . .  .2 m
 .3. When d s 2m and , is nonsplit
Qns q s 1 q q q ??? qq my 3 q q my 2 q q m q q mq 1 q ??? qq2 my2 . .  .2 m
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0.5. The Main Theorems
Let l s pd1 pd2 . . . pdr and l > m s r n1 r n2 . . . r n s. Let V be an A-fixed1 2 r 1 2 s m
maximal totally isotropic subspace of V of type m. Then V is spanned by am
 4set u , where u form a diagram of shape m with no points connected.i,' j i, j
 4A diagram basis of V extends to a basis y of V that is not necessarily am i, j
diagram basis of V.
 4  4DEFINITION 0.5.1. We will call a basis y s u , u of V a quasii, j i, j  i, j.9
diagram basis if y form a diagram of shape l and whenever y has ani, j i, j
A-preimage in V, Ay s y .iq1, j i, j
In Section 0.2 we noted the existence of an S]S basis which is obviously
.a quasi diagram basis for V. In this basis V has an obvious A-fixed
 .maximal totally isotropic subspace V of type m s m , m , . . . , m , wherem 1 2 r
 . .di r2  . .di r2  .dim s p q 1 r2 p y 1 r2 for odd p and m s p r2 fori i i i i i
even p . We choose this V as the initial space in our method and seei m
.Theorem 0.5.3 for every other V obtained from V define a diagram basisn m
that extends to a quasi diagram basis for V.
DEFINITION 0.5.2. Here we will introduce a further refinement of the
index sets V m defined in Section 0.2. We will write V in place of V mK k k
from here on. Each V s V j V j ??? j V , a disjoint union ofk k , 1 k , 2 k , m k
its subsets V , where the top nodes in the diagram of V a maximalk , l m
.totally isotropic subspace of V of type m in the columns indexed by V ,k , l
i.e, y ; j g V , have hyperbolic pairs in the lth row i.e., for allr , j k , lk
 .  . .j g V , r , j 9 s l, n for some n . Note that l s r q 1 for somek , l k i
i s 1, 2, . . . , s or l s 1.
 4DEFINITION 0.5.3. We now define a subset S of y as follows:i, j
y g S if and only if y f V , y g V , and Ay s y . The lasti, j i, j m iy1, j m i, j iy1, j
 4condition is necessary since y need not be a diagram basis. Each y ini, j i, j
S is equal to y for some k, or to y .r q1, j 1, jk
DEFINITION 0.5.4. We will say that y g V lies in the rth row if and only
if y s  k y , where k s 0 for i ) r and not all k s 0. Such ai, j i, j i, j i, j r , j
basis vector is represented in a diagram by a point in the r th row.
Now let
y s k y q y , i , j i , j m
y gSi , j
where y is in V , so the span of y and V is A-stable.m m m
  .  .THEOREM 0.5.1. If r s min r : for some l, r, l s i, j 9, for some i andI
4  4 j such that k / 0 and r s max r ; k / 0 for some j i.e., y lies ini, j J i r q1, ji
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 . . w x  :H .the r q 1 st row and y, Ay s 0, then the space spanned by y lVJ m
 :and y is an A-fixed maximal isotropic space of type
r n1 r n2 . . . r q 1 r n Jy1 . . . r nIy1 r y 1 . . . r n s . .  .1 2 J J I I s
w xProof. For the proof see Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1.1 in 10 .
THEOREM 0.5.2. Let l s r d, m s r n1 r n2 . . . r n s, and1 2 s
y s k y q y i , j i , j m
y gSi , j
be as in Theorem 0.5.1. Then the number of solutions of the equation
w xy, Ay s 0, N is equal to
 .1. If r is e¨en, d s 2 n q ??? qn q n and r s rr2, then1 l J J
N s q n1q? ? ?qnl Q q , if d is odd, .n J
N s q n1q? ? ?qnl Qs q , if d is e¨en and A is split , .n J
and
N s q n1q? ? ?qnl Qns q , if d is e¨en and A is nonsplit. .n J
2. In all other cases
N s q n1q? ? ?qn Jy 1y1 1 q q q ??? qq n Jy1 . .
w xProof. For the proof see Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.2 in 10 .
Let l, m, V, and V be as in Theorem 0.5.1 Let y s m y g Sr q1, ji :  :H .k y q y be such that V s y [ y lV is of typer q1, j r q1, j m n mi i
n s r n1 . . . r q 1 r n Jy1 . . . r nIy1 r y 1 . . . r ds . .  .J J I I s
Then
 4THEOREM 0.5.3. We can find a quasi diagram basis u , u for Vi, j  i, j.*
 4such that u is a diagram basis for V .i, j n
w xProof. For the proof see Theorem 1.3 in 10 .
w xRemark 0.5.1. In the proof of Theorem 1.3 in 10 we essentially show
 4  4that if ¨ , ¨ is the basis of V extending a basis of V , and u , ui, j  i, j.9 m i, j  i, j.*
is a basis extending a basis of V then y s u is a new basis ele-n r q1, kJ
 .  .ment u s u , u s u and r q 1, j * s r q 1, j 9 r q1, k .* r , m  r q1, k .9.*  r , m.9 i iJ I J I
forother i and j.
THEOREM 0.5.4. E¨ery A-fixed maximal totally isotropic subspace of V is
 :  :H . w xof the form V s y [ y lV , where y f V , Ay g V , y, Ay s 0,n m m m
and V is an A-fixed maximal totally isotropic subspace of V.m
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w xProof. For the proof see Theorem 1.4 in 10 .
d  .THEOREM 0.5.5. Let l s r , c n be the number of parts in n greateri
wn xthan or equal to i, and be a Gaussian polynomial; thenk q
ry1
c n .l c n .dyc n .. liiq1 ig s q g ,n c n . niq1 0q
 . .is rq1 r2
 . ..  .where r q 1 r2 is the smallest integer greater than or equal to r q 1 r2,
g l s 1 q q 1 q q2 . . . 1 q q d r2 , .  .  .n 0
for r odd,
n .c rr2.q 1 dl  i.is1g s g ,n c n .0  rr2.q 1 q
if r is e¨en and d is odd,
 .c n rr2.s 1
d r2l i d r2yig s q 1 q q , .n c n .0  rr2.q 1 q /is1
if r is e¨en, d is e¨en, and A is split, and
 .c n rr2.s 1
d r2y1l i d r2yiq1g s q 1 q q , .n c n .0  rr2.s 1 q /is1
if r is e¨en, d is e¨en, and A is nonsplit.
w xProof. For the proof see Theorem 2.5 in 10 .
1. EXAMPLE
Let us start the discussion of the case when l s r d1 r d2 . . . r ds with an1 2 s
example:
1. To begin, let l s 28 and m s 216. If we choose
7
y s k y q k y q y , 2, j 2, j 1, 8 1, 8 m
js2
k / 0 for some j, we show thati, j
 :H  :V s y lV [ y /n m
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is of type n s 2214.
And, in the notation of Theorem 0.5.2, for u split
N s q 1 q q q 2 q2 q q3 q q4 . .
2. Now if l s 44 24, m s 2512, and we choose
4 7
y s k y q k y q k y q y 3, j 3, j 2, j 2, j 1, 8 1, 8 m
js1 js6
Then we have three possible outcomes:
 . 6a If k s 0; j s 1, 4, then n s 2 .3, j
And N s 2 q.2, 1
 . 3 3b If k s 0; j s 5, 8, then n s 32 1 .2, j
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 2 .And N s q 1 q 2 q q q .2, 2
 . 4c In any other case n s 32 1.
 2 3 4  2 . .And N s q 1 q q q 2 q q q q q y 1 q 2 q q q y 2 .2, 3
The black line between the black dot in the fourth row and the white
one in the third row of the fourth column indicates that the vector in the
 .  .4, 3 -position is not the A image of the vector in the 4, 4 -position. In
fact, this vector has no preimage at all.
3. Finally, if l s 64 24, m s 34 212, and
4 7
y s k y q k y s k y q y 4, j 4, j 2, j 2, j 1, 8 1, 8 m
js1 js6
we now have four different outcomes:
 . 4 2a If k s 0; j s 1, 4, then n s 3 2 .4, j
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And N s 2 q.3, 1
 . 2 2 2b If k s 0; j s 6, 7 and k s 0, then n s 43 2 1 .2, j 1, 8
 2 .And N s q 1 q 2 q q q .3, 2
 . 3 3c If k s 0; j s 6, 7 and k / 0, then n s 43 1 .2, j 1, 8
 . 2 .And N s q y 1 1 q 2 q q q .3, 3
 . 3d In any other case n s 43 21.
 2 3 4  2 . .And N s q 1 q q q 2 q q q q q y 1 q 2 q q q y 2 .3, 4
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Remark 1.1. We can note a very important property,
N s N q N q N s N q N q N q N .2, 1 2, 2 2, 3 3, 1 3, 2 3, 3 3, 4
Remark 1.2. If we increase l even further, say to l s 84 24, the above
 .calculations stay the same as in case 3 and no new cases occur.
2. SOME MORE NOTATION
As seen from the example of the previous section it is possible in the
case when l has more than one block to obtain two vectors that lie in the
same row, but have hyperbolic pairs in different rows. Thus two choices of
new basis vectors may lead to spaces of different structures, i.e., different
distributions of hyperbolic pairs, but of the same type.
Let m be a partition of m, m s ps1 ps2 . . . psr. We will define configura-1 2 r
 .tions c m associated with m as follows.
DEFINITION 2.1. Consider the index set V m s V defined in Sectionk k
0.2 and its decomposition V s V j V j ??? j V as a disjointk k , 1 k , 2 k , m k
union of subsets V , defined in Section 0.5. We observe that thisk , l
decomposition divides the k th block into m subblocks, each with one ofk
the three properties
 .  .1. For all j g V , p , j 9 s p q 1, s for some i / k. In this casek , l k i
 .  .p , s 9 s p q 1, j and the indexes s form an V . We get a pairingi k i, o
between the l th subblock of the k th block and the oth subblock of the
 .nith block. In this situation we will introduce a pair lm into the configu-
 .  4  4 < <ration c m , where l s max p , p , m s min p , p , and n s V sk i k i k , l
< <V .i, o
 .  .2. For all j g V , p , j 9 s p q 1, j . In this case we will intro-k , l k k
 .n  .duce a pair l m into the configuration c m , where l s p , m s `, andk
< <n s V .k , l
 .  .3. For all j g V , p , j 9 s 1, s . In this case y , j g , have nok , l k p , j k , lk
 .nA-preimages and we will introduce a pair l m into the configuration
 . < <c m , where l s p , m s 0, and n s V .k k , l
 .  .n1  .n p.Thus we have formed a configuration c m s l m , . . . , l m .1 1 p p
 .We will assign three functions to each column p p is either m or l :i i i i
 .e , d , and w. We assign the value 1 to e p if a new basis element can bei
 .positioned in p q 1, j th position in order to obtain the configuration wei
 .are currently constructing. We assign 1 to d p if a new basis element cani
 .be positioned in the p q 1, j th position in order to obtain some newi
configuration from the one currently being constructed, in the next step of
our method. We will call such columns p distinguished with respect to ai
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 .  .certain configuration c n , i.e., p such that e p s 1 is distinguished withi i
respect to the configuration currently being constructed, and p such thati
 .d p s 1 is distinguished with respect to any configuration that can bei
obtained from the one currently being constructed in the next step. Here
 .  .e p and d p cannot both be 1 at the same time. In the case when yi i p , ji
 .  .has no preimage, we will assign the value 0 to both e p and d p . In alli i
 .other cases e and d have the value y1. The function w p has valuesi
``even'' and ``odd,'' depending on whether p is a part of an even or ani
odd r .j
  .ni  .nXi .   .niqnXi .Furthermore . . . , l m , . . . , l m , . . . s . . . , l m , . . . .i i ii i i
 .We will write c m in the following order: l G l , and if l s l ,i iq1 i iq1
then m F m .i iq1
 .  .  .DEFINITION 2.2. c n l c m is defined as follows: If c m s
  .ni .  .   .nXi .  .  .. . . , l m , . . . and c n s . . . , l m , . . . , then c n l c m si ii i
  .minni, nXi4 .. . . , l m , . . . .ii
DEFINITION 2.3. Let V be a subspace of type m. If V has a basis asm m
 .  .described by c m , then we say that V has a structure type c m .m
DEFINITION 2.4. g l is the number of subspaces of V of structurec m .
 .type c m .
 .  .Given c m and c n , we will show how to obtain a subspace of
 .  .structure type c n form a space of structure type c m .
Let g l s pl g l . We will calculate pl and finally getcn . c m ., cn . c m . c m ., cn .
g l s g l .n cn .
 .c n
 .The sum is over all c n that can be associated with a maximal totally
isotropic subspace of type n . We will precisely determine which ones these
are, as we develop our algorithm. The general method remains the same as
 w x.that in the case of one block see 10 . We will choose a y f V , such thatm
w x  :  :H .Ay g V and y, Ay s 0, and set V s y [ y lV . Each choicem n m
will result in a new choice of basis for V.
DEFINITION 2.5. We will say that the coefficients k , j sp q1, ji
j , j , . . . , j , satisfy a ``nonzero condition'' if at least one of them must have1 2 n
a nonzero value, i.e., the corresponding y must be included in ap q1, ji
choice of y. In view of Theorems 0.5.1 and 0.5.3, the final structure type of
V is determined by the y which are included in the sum.n p q1, kj
The following example should serve as a motivation for the introduction
of configurations.
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EXAMPLE. In a space of type l s 52 32, a subspace of type m s 431
occurs in two completely distinct ways:
 .1. We start with a space of structure type 32, 21 , then choose a
y s k y s k y with k / 0, thus obtaining a space of structure4, 1 4, 1 3, 2 3, 2 4, 1
 .type 41, 21 , and finish by choosing a y s k y s k y q k y2, 2 2, 2 3, 3 3, 3 2, 4 2, 4
 .with k / 0 to get a space of structure type 41, 30 .3, 3
 .2 .2. We start with a space of structure type 31 , and continue by
choosing a y s k y s k y s k y q k y such that k or4, 1 4, 1 4, 2 4, 2 2, 3 2, 3 2, 4 2, 4 4, 1
 .k / 0, to get a space of structure type 40, 31 .4, 2
Both spaces are clearly of type m s 431, which occurs as two different
configurations. The number of all maximal totally subspaces of V which
 .are of type 431 is the sum of the number of subspaces calculated under 1
 . 52 e2 52 32 . 52 32and 2 , i.e., g s g q g . We are now ready to start the431 41, 30 40, 31.
calculation of polynomials g l in the general case.m
 .3. CONFIGURATIONS IN 1, 0 -BELT
The first step of our method is to find the initial maximal totally
isotropic subspaces, from which all the others will be obtained. We will do
so in the next two sections.
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3.1. Configurations in 1-Belt
Suppose l s r 2 d1 . . . r 2 ds, with all r odd. In the case when l s r 2 d, r1 s i
 . .d . .dodd, these spaces are of type r q 1 r2 r y 1 r2 . They are obtained
 . .2 dfrom the space of type r y 1 r2 by finding all possible totally isotopic
d 2 d  12 ddsubspaces of type 1 in the remaining space of type 1 in g ways, see1
w x.10, Sect. 2.2 .
We will now proceed in a similar manner. First, we choose a subspace of
type
2 d 2 d 2 d1 2 sr y 1 r y 1 r y 11 2 s
m s ??? .0  /  /  /2 2 2
This can be done in one way only. In this way we obtain a totally isotropic
subspace that is not maximal in V. To complete it to a maximal totally
isotopic subspace V , we will set d s s d , and choose y , y , . . . , ycn . is1 i 1 2 d
consecutively, with each y s  k y . Whenever we choosei j, k  r q1.r2, k  r q1.r2, kj j
a new basis element y and with it its hyperbolic pair, we add the
corresponding pair of columns to the configuration; i.e., we will start with
an empty configuration and finish with
ni , jr q 1 r y 1i j
c n s , where n s d. .  i , j /  / / /2 2 is1, . . . , s , jGi i , j
 4Here we will define a decomposition of the set Y s y , . . . , y into a1 d
disjoint union Y s D s Y .js1 i
s < <DEFINITION 3.1.1. d s  k , where k s Y , Y ; Y, such that y g Yis1 i i i i l i
 . .lie in the r q 1 r2 nd row.i
 .DEFINITION 3.1.2. We denote by c n the configuration obtained fromi
 .c n by choosing the k vectors y g Y as the new basis elements. Hereiq1 i l i
 .  .  .c n s m and c n s c n .sq1 0 0
We will form a chain of subspaces
V s V ; V ; ??? ; V ; V s V .m cn . cn . cn . cn . cn .0 sq1 s 1 0
We will calculate
0
l lg s p .cn . cn q1. , cn .i i
iss
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Furthermore
 j .  j . <  j . <  j .DEFINITION 3.1.3. k s  k , where k s Y , Y ; Y suchj i, j j, l j, l j, l j, l j
that the choice of the k  j . vectors y g Y  j . as the new basis elementsj, l i j, l
  j ..  .forms a configuration c n see Definition 3.1.4 .j, l
We have a disjoint union Y s D Y  j ..i j, j j, l
We will further refine our chain of subspaces
V ; V ; ??? ; V  j . ; ??? ; V ,cn . cn . cn . cn .iq1 i , i i , j i
where V is obtained from its predecessor V by choosingcn . ca .i
y , y , . . . , y  j . g Y  j . as new basis elements. We will then calculatei i i k j, l1 2 i, j
pl s pl  j . .cn . , cn . ca . , cn .iq1 i i , j
j,j
  j ..For this purpose we will define an order of the configurations c n i, j
and give recursive formulas for pl  j . .ca ., cn .i, j
Remark 3.1.1. At every step the basis of V will change according to
 .Theorem 0.5.3 see Remark 0.5.1 .
  j ..DEFINITION 3.1.4. We denote by c n , where j s 1 or 2, the configu-i, j
 .  . . . ..kration obtained from c a , by adding r q 1 r2 r y 1 r2 to it. Thei j
 . .fact that the hyperbolic pairs lie in the r q 1 r2 nd row was achieved byj
imposing a nonzero condition on k , s g V . Let j s 1 r q1.r2, s l,  r q1.r2l j
when l F j and let j s 2 when l ) j. If i s j, the structure is clear and j
is omitted form the notation.
 .  .  . .k  .. LEMMA 3.1.1. Let c n s r q 1 r2 r y 1 r2 , c n , with e ri, i i i iq1 i
. .  . .q 1 r2 s y1, d r q 1 r2 s 0 if r s 1 and 1 otherwise, andi i
 . .  . .e r y 1 r2 s d r y 1 r2 s y1. Theni i
dil d d y1 d ykq1i i ip s 1 q q 1 q q . . . 1 q q . .  .  .cn . , cn .iq1 i , i k
Proof. This is true since the nonzero condition applies only to coeffi-
cients k and k s 0 for all other l so reducing to the case of oner r2q1, j l, ji
 .block see Theorem 0.5.5 , therefore
1 q q q ??? qq2 diy1 1 q q q ??? qq2 diy3 ??? .  .
2 d q1y2 ki1 q q q ??? qq .
lp scn . , cn . 2 ky1iq1 i , i 1 q q 1 q q q q . . . 1 q q q ??? qq .  .  .
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  j ..To compute the number of spaces with the structure type c n we willi, j
  j ..order the configurations c n . Here j determines the position of thei, j
  j ..hyperbolic pair of the chosen y. We fix i and order configurations c n i, j
with respect to the level h of the hyperbolic pair, whee 1 F h F m q 1.i
 .We start with h s m q 1, i.e., c n , and continue with h s m y h ,i i, i i i
h s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1. For each value of h we determine the order by thei i
2.  .n j  .1following rule: If there are s pairs l m , . . . , l m such thatj j 2.j j 2.1 s1 s
 2..l s h y 1, then we order the c n according to the increasing m , i.e,.ji, jjk k
 2. .  2. .  2. .if m - m - ??? - m , then c n - c n - ??? - c n . Ifj j j i, j i, j i, j2. 2.2 11 s 2 s
1.  .n j  n j .n j 1.1 sthere are also s pairs l m , . . . , l m such that l F lj j 1.j j j i1.1 s1 S k
 1..and m s h y 1, then we order the c n according to the increasing l ,j i, j jk k
i.e., if l - l - ??? - l , thenj 1.j j s1 2
. . . c n 2. - c n 1. - ??? - c n 1. . .  .  .i , j i , j i , j2. 1.s 1 s
  j ..Each of the configurations c n was obtained by choosing y , . . . , y fori, j 1 l
some l. The order above is independent of l. In the case when two
configurations are the same, except for the number of chosen y , i.e., l, wei
will say that the configuration that was obtained by choosing a smaller
number of y is smaller.i
At each stage we will assume that we already know how to calculate
l   j ..   j .. j .p , where c n - c n .ca ., cn . i, r i, ji, r
Note. pl was calculated in Lemma 3.1.1, and for l s 0,ca ., cn .i, i
l   j .. j .p s 1 for all c n .ca ., cn . i, ji, j
  j ..Each space of structure type c n is obtained by choosing y , . . . , y ,i, j 1 l
for some l, where each y s yY q yX as follows:i i i
 . YThe composition obtained from c a by adding y to the basis isi
 . . . .  ..r q 1 r2 r y 1 r2 , c a for some l - j and the composition ob-i l
 . X  . .tained from c a by adding y to the basis is r q 1 r2 r yi m j
. .  ..1 r2 , c a for some m ) i.
LEMMA 3.1.2. Let yY, . . . , yY be as abo¨e. The spaces obtained by choos-1 l
Y Y Y  .   j ..ing y , y , . . . , y as y , y , . . . , y , are of the structure type c n , where1 2 l 1 2 l i, r
  j ..   j ..c n - c n .i, r i, j
Proof. Dropping yX from y means that the final hyperbolic pair will liei i
X   j ..higher than it would with y included. By definition this makes c n -i i, r
  j ..c n .i, j
 2..  . . . ..k  ..Let c n s r q 1 r2 r y 1 r2 , c a as in Definition 3.1.4.i, j i j
 . .  . .We assign d r q 1 r2 s 0 if r s 1 and 1 otherwise and d r y 1 r2i j j
 . .s e r y 1 r2 s y1.j
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PROPOSITION 3.1.1. Let i, j, r be as in Lemma 3.1.2, then
pl 2. s pl  j . q k N y pl ,ca . , cn . ca . , cn . ca . , c b .i , j i , r
 .c b
 .  . Y Uwhere c b is obtained from c a by choosing y , . . . , y , each y , y q y .1 l i i i
There yY is as in Lemma 3.1.2 and yU s  k y q  k ysi i s  r q1.r2, s  r q1.r2, l, j l, j l, jj j
 X .see the definition of y in Lemma 3.1.2 , where, for at least one i,i
 U .k s 0 for all s i.e., at least one of the y excludes all of y .s r q1.r2, s i  r q1.r2,j j
X   j ..Here N is the number of terms in y , and c n is as in Lemma 3.1.2.i i, r
Proof. First, we will check that all the terms in the right hand side of
the equation are already known. By Lemma 3.1.2, pl is known..ca ., cn i, r
l  .The p will be calculated in two parts: Suppose that c b is suchca ., c b .
that out of l, exactly l ) 0 of the y have all k s 0; then choosings0 i  r q1.r2,j
 .  .just these y , . . . , y as y gives a configuration c b which is clearly1 i i 0l0  j .. llower than c n in our order, so p is known. Furthermorei, j ca ., c b .0
 .  2..c b is equivalent to c n except that it was obtained by choosing l yi, j
 .  2.. ll y 's. Since l y l - l c b - c n , thus p is known. Finally,0 i 0 i, j c b ., c b .0
l l l  .p s p p is thus known for every c b that appearsca ., c b . ca ., c b . c b ., c b .0 0
in the above formula.
Now we will justify the formula. If we can show the following claim, we
are done.
CLAIM. pl  j . q k N counts the number of ways in which we canca ., cn .i, r
choose y , . . . , y , such that y s yY q yX for each i. Here yY, . . . , yY are as in1 l i i i i l
   j ...Lemma 3.3.2 i.e., they lead to a space of structure type c n and eachi, r
yX s  k y q  k y , as in Lemma 3.1.2, but with alli s  r q1.r2, s  r q1.r2, s l, j l, j l, jj j
coefficients arbitrary.
If we assume the claim, then clearly
pl  j . q k N s pl ,ca . , cn . ca . , c b .i , r
 .c b
 .where c b is as in the statement of Proposition 3.1.1, but also including
 2..c n . The right hand side, by definition, counts the number of ways ini, j
which we can choose y , . . . , y as in the claim.1 l
Proof of the claim. If there are g distinct vectors y s  k y suchl , r l , r l , r
 .  .that not all k s 0, all k s 0 for l, r s r q 1r2, s 9, m G j, r q1.r2, s l , r miw xand y, Ay s 0, then the number of distinct vectors y s  k y withl , r l , r l , r
 .  . .arbitrary values for k , l , r s r q 1 r2, s 9, m G j, such that thel , r m
hyperbolic pairs of y do not appear in the sum, and so their coefficientsl , r
w x Ndo not appear in the equation y, Ay s 0, is q g, where N is the number
of omitted vectors.
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 1..  . . . ..k  ..Let c n s r q 1 r2 r y 1 r2 , c a , as in Definition 3.1.4,i, j i j
 . .  . . with d r q 1 r2 s 0 if r s 1 and 1 otherwise, d r y 1 r2 s e r yi j j j
. .1 r2 s y1.
l k N M . M 1.  My kq1.1.PROPOSITION 3.1.2. p sq 1qq 1qq y . . . 1qqca ., cn .i, j
wM x l  .  .y  p , where c b is obtained from c a by choosingk c b . ca ., c b .
 1..y , . . . , y , just as for c n , except that for at least one y , k s 0 for1 l i, j r  r q1.r2, si
all s or k s 0 for all s i.e., y excludes all y or all r q1.r2, s.9 r  r q1.r2, sj i
.  .y . Here M is the number of hyperbolic pairs y y9 r q1.r2, s.  r q1.r2, r  r y1.r2, sj l m
 .in V that ha¨e not yet been included in the composition c a such that l G i
and m F j. That is, M s  j d y  n . N is the number ofks1 k iF k F l F j k , l
 . .¨ectors y , as abo¨e, such that j F l F i and r q 1 r2, r 9 s r q1.r2, r ll
 . .r q 1 r2, s , where m ) j.m
Proof. First, we will check that all the terms in the right hand side of
the equation are already known. The pl will be calculated in twoca ., c b .
 .parts: Suppose that c b is such that out of k, exactly k of the y have0 i
1. all k s 0 r q1.r2, si
2. all k s 0. r q1.r2, s.9j
 .  .Then choosing just these y , . . . , y as y gives a configuration c b fori i i 01 k 0
which pl isca ., c b .0
1. known by induction on i since it only involves the pairs y , r q1.r2, ls
s ) i;
 .  1.. 2. known since c b - c n in our order see proof of Proposi-0 i, j
.tion 3.1.1 .
 . lThe remaining k y k y 's give the configuration c b and p is.0 i c b ., c b0
 .  1..  .  1..known since c b is equal to c n but k y k - k, so c b - c n .ji, 0 i, j
l l l  .Finally, p s p , p is thus known for every c bca ., c b . ca ., c b . c b ., c b .0 0
in the above sum.
l  .Now we will justify the formula. Clearly  p , where c b is asc b . ca ., c b .
 1..in the statement of Proposition 3.1.2 but also including c n , counts thei, j
number of ways in which we can choose y , . . . , y of M pairs and N1 k
additional basis elements, as in the statement of Proposition 3.1.2, with all
coefficients arbitrary.
An argument equivalent to the one in the proof of Proposition 3.1.1 see
. k N M . My 1.  My kq1.wM xalso Lemma 3.1.1 shows that q 1 q q 1 q q . . . 1 q q k
counts the same thing.
l  . 2 .  d. 12 ddRemark 3.1.1.  p s 1 q q 1 q q . . . q q 1 s g , wherecn . m , cn . 10
 .we sum over c n that can be obtained from m by choosing y , . . . , y in0 1 d
any of the ways described above.
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 1. .This is just a special case of the formula for c n with M s d.1, p
 .DEFINITION 3.1.5. We will call c n a configuration in 1-belt. When we
 .need to indicate that a configuration c n is a configuration in 1-belt, we
 .will do so by writing c n .1
 .3.2. Configurations in 1, 0 -Belt
Now let l s r d1 r d2 . . . r d s, where r need not be all odd. As before, we1 2 s i
w . xdistart with the initial configurations. We will set m s r y 1 r2 , i s0 i
. w . x  .1, 2, . . . , s , where r y 1 r2 s r y 1 r2 for odd r , and r r2 for eveni i i i
r . There is exactly one subspace of this type V . Also, V is a totallyi m m0 0
isotropic but not maximal such subspace of V. To obtain the initial
maximal totally isotropic subspace, we will choose y , . . . , y , where d s1 d
 d , for r odd, exactly as in Section 3.1. The basis elements on top of thei i i
even r are not included in the choice.i
 .   .  .di. .PROPOSITION 3.2.1. Let c n 9 s c n , r r2 such that r is e¨eni i i
 .and c n is one of the configurations discussed in Section 3.1; then
pl s pl9X ,m , cn .9 m , cn .0 0
 di. X  . .di .where l9 s r , with r odd, and m s m l r y 1 r2 , r odd .i i i 0 0 i i
Proof. Since none of the basis elements on top of the even r arei
  .  .di. .included, the possible configurations are all of the form c n , r r2i i
as above, and the calculations are exactly as in Section 3.1.
 .  .DEFINITION 3.2.1. We will call c n a configuration in 1, 0 -belt, and
 .denote it y c n , when needed.1, 0.
 . .  . .  . .Here d r q 1 r2 s 0 or 1, w r q 1 r2 s``odd,'' e r q 1 r2 s y1,i i i
 . .  . .  .  .d , e r y 1 r2 s y1, w r y 1 r2 s``odd,'' d r r2 s 1, e r r2 s y1,i i i i
 .and w r r2 s``even.''i
 .4. CONFIGURATIONS IN 2, 1 -BELT
4.1. Configurations in 0-Belt
Suppose l s r d1 . . . r ds with all r even. Then we have one obvious1 s i
maximal totally isotropic subspace of V, i.e., V , where m sm 00
 .d1 .d2  .ds lr r2 r r2 . . . r r2 . We note that g s 1.1 2 s m 0
 .DEFINITION 4.1.1. We will call m s c m a configuration in 0-belt,0 0
 .  . .di.c m s r r2 ` .0 i
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We have defined and counted all the ``initial'' maximal totally isotropic
A stable subspaces of V in the previous section. We will now develop a
recursive formula for computation of all other spaces. For that reason we
will introduce all the notation needed in this section. The spaces of
structure type a composition in 2-belt will still have to be counted sepa-
rately, because of the effect the Frobenius map as on these results.
4.2. Discussion of a Split and Nonsplit u
The geometry of a vector space V over F with a symmetric bilinearq
 .form , is uniquely determined by the dimension of the space and its
 4  .discriminant D. If ¨ form a basis of V, then D s det d , wherei i, j
 .d s ¨ , ¨ .i, j i j
In the case of orthogonal geometry the values of the discriminant are as
follows:
v
ny1.r2 .If n is odd then the discriminant is either y1 or
 .ny1.r2y1 d , d a nonsquare in F .q
v
n r2 .  .If n is even then the discriminant is equal to y1 if , is split
 .n r2  .and equal to y1 d if , is nonsplit.
As described in Section 0.3 we will distinguish between so-called split and
nonsplit choices of representatives of conjugacy classes in GF. When
l s r d we assigned the symbols us and uns to the two respective unipotent
elements and, generally the symbol ue i., e s 0 or 1, in the more complexi
d1 d2 ds  .case of a partition l. In this case l s r r . . . r and A u ( Z = Z1 2 s 2 2
= ??? = Z , one Z for each occurrence of O for even k. A typical class2 2 k
representative will look like u x, 1. or u x, 0., where x is a binary vector
corresponding to the choices made in first s y 1 blocks. If the sth block is
of the form 2 d, with d odd, then the choice is irrelevant and we will not
change the vector, i.e., we will keep the notation u x for our new represen-
tative. The same notation will carry over to the polynomials g l .cn .
If we write V s V * [ V ** according to the decomposition of the basis
of V in the first s y 1 blocks, and the sth block, respectively, we can
 .determine the type of the form , on ker A in V by knowing the types of
the corresponding forms V * and V **, by multiplying the corresponding
discriminants. This is the same as saying that we know the action of u x, e .
on V from the action of u x on V * and the choice of e . Here u x, e . s u x [
e x  x, e .  .u , where u is the restriction of u as a linear transformation to V *.
4.3. Configurations in 2-Belt
Let m be a configuration in 0-belt. The first step of our method now is0
w xto choose a y s  k y q y , such that y, Ay s 0. De-kj, k r r2q1, k r r2q1, mj j 0
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 :pending on the choice of coefficients k , we will obtain spaces y [i, s
 :H . ly lV of different structure types. In order to calculate g or,m cn .0
equivalently, pl , we will calculate the number of choices of coeffi-m , cn .0
 .cients that will lead to distinct spaces of structure type c n .
 .  .Before we start we will set e r r2 s 1 and d r r2 s y1 for all j.j j
 .  .ni.In each configuration c m s l m , n breaks further into the sumi ii
of integers as follows.
 l, k .  4  l , k .DEFINITION 4.3.1. n s n , where l and k g y1, 0, 1 and n isi i i
 .  .  .  .the number of pairs l m in c m with e l s l, d l s k.ii i i
 .V , a space of structure type c n , is obtained from V by choosingcn . c m .
y , y , . . . , y , such that each y contains at least one of the distinguished1 2 k i
 .elements, i.e., y with e l s 1.l q1 ij
 4Here we will define a decomposition of the set Y s y , y , . . . , y into1 2 k
a disjoint union Y s D s Y .js1 i
s < <  4DEFINITION 4.3.2. k s  k , where k s Y , Y ; y , y , . . . , y ,js1 j j j j 1 2 k
such that for y g Y the distinguished elements included in the suml j
 .y s  k y q y are from l m ; i.e., in the choice of y thel i, r l q1, r l q1, r c m . j lji i
nonzero condition is imposed on k .l q1, rj
 .  .ni.Let c m s l m .i is1, 2, . . . , si
 .DEFINITION 4.3.3. We denote by c n the configuration obtained fromi
 .c n by choosing the k vectors y g Y as the new basis elements. Hereiq1 i l i
 .  .  .  .c n s c m and c n s c n .sq1 0
We will form a sequence of subspaces
V s V , V , . . . , V , V s V ,c m . cn . cn . cn . cn . cn .sq 1 s 1 0
where V is obtained from V by choosing k vectors y g Y as newcn . cn . i l ii iq1
basis elements. We will calculate
0
l l lg s g p ,cn . c m . cn . , cn .iq1 i
iss
where g l s g l pl . Furthermorecn . cn . cn ., cn .i iq1 iq1 i
 j .  j . <  j . <  j .DEFINITION 4.3.4. k s  k , where k s Y , Y ; Y , suchj l, j j, l j, l j, l j, l j
that the choice of the k  j . vectors y g Y  j . as new basis elements forms aj, l i j, l
  j ..  .configuration c n see Definition 4.3.5 .j, l
We have a disjoint union Y s D Y  j ..i j, j i, j
We will further refine our sequence of subspaces
V , V , . . . , V  j . , . . . , V ,cn . cn . cn . cn .iq1 i , i i , j i
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where V  j . is obtained from its predecessor V by choosingcn . ca .i, j
y , y , . . . , y  j . g Y  j . as new basis elements. We will then calculatei i i k i, j1 2 i, j
pl s pl  j . ,cn . , cn . ca . , cn .iq1 i i , j
j, j
where g l j s g l pl  j . ..cn . ca . ca ., cni, j i, j
  j ..For this purpose we will define an order of the configurations c n i, j
and give recursive formulas for pl  j . .ca ., cn .i, j
  j ..DEFINTION 4.3.5. We denote by c n , where j s y2, y1, 1, or 2,i, j
 .the configuration that is obtained from c a by making a new pair
 . .. l  .p q 1 p y 1 . Here c a is the structure type of the immediater
predecessor of V  j . . Let j s 1 when the fact that the hyperbolic pairs liecn .i, j
in the p th row was achieved by imposing a nonzero condition on k ,s l q1, kj
i.e., p s l and p s m . Let j s 2 when the nonzero condition wasr s ji
imposed on k , i.e., p s l and p s l . Let j s y2 when the factm q1, k r si jj
 .that y's lie in the p q 1 st row was achieved by imposing the nonzeror
condition on k , i.e., p s m ) l . Let j s y1 when the nonzerom q1, k r j ij
condition was imposed on k , i.e., p s l ) l . That is,l q1, k r j ij
l l2. 2.c n s l q 1 l y 1 m m , c a l c n . .  . .  . .  . /i , j i j i , ji j /
 .We assign d l q 1 s 0 if l s 1 and 1 otherwise. Leti j
l l1. 1.c n s l q 1 m y 1 m l , c a l c n . . .  . . .  .i , j j i i , j /i j
 .with d l q 1 s 0 if m s 1 and 1 otherwise.ji
Similarly when j s y1 or y2 we do the following. Let
l ly2. y2.c n s m q 1 m y 1 l l , c a l c n .  . .  . . .  .i , j j i i , j /j i
 .  .with d m q 1 s 0 if m s 1 and 1 otherwise. d l s y1.j i i
Let
l ly1. y1.c n s l q 1 m y 1 m l , c a l c n .  . . . .  . /i , j i j i , jj i /
 .  .with d l q 1 s 0 if m s 1 and 1 otherwise. d l s y1 .ij i
 y1..Note. In the case when m - m the positions of m and m in c nj i j i i, j
are exchanged.
If i s j, the structure is clear and j is omitted from the notation, so
l
c n s l q 1 m y 1 , c m l c n . .  .  .  . . . /i , i i i , ii
 .We will first consider c n .i, i
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 .   .  .  . .. l.LEMMA 4.3.1. Let c n s c n l c n , r r2 q 1 r r2 y 1 ,i, i iq1 i, i i i
 .  .with d r r2 q 1 s 0 if r s 2 and 1 otherwise, and e r r2 y 1 si i i
 .d r r2 y 1 s y1. Theni
pl s g 2 dil d y2 l q N .icn . , cn . 2 1iq1 i , i
 .   . . .n l .Here N s  n , where c n s . . . r q 1 r2 q 1 m . . . .l l iq1 i j
Proof. The nonzero coefficients must occur in the ith block, which
 .reduces the calculations to the case of one block see Theorem 0.5.5. .
Furthermore it is possible to include all vectors that do not lie higher than
 . the r r2 q 1 st row and have hyperbolic pairs not lower than the r r2 yi i
.1 st row.
Remark 4.3.1. If d is odd there is only one outcome. If d is even, theni i
we set x to denote the action of A on the blocks 1, 2, . . . , i y 1, i q 1, . . . , s,
and e to denote the action of A on the ith block. Then, if e s 0,
l  2 di .s l  2 di .nsl d y2 l l d y2 lp s g , if e s 1, p s g .i icn ., cn . 2 1 cn ., cn . 2 1iq1 i, i iq1 i, i
  j ..To compute the number of spaces with the structure type c n , wei, j
  j ..  .niwill order the configurations c n . We fix a pair l m and orderi, j ii
  j ..configurations c n as follows:i, j
DEFINITION 4.3.6. First, we consider configurations with j s 1 or 2. In
these, j determines the position of the hyperbolic pair of the chosen y. We
will order them with respect to the level h of the hyperbolic pair, where
 .1 F h F m . We start with h s m , i.e., c n , and continue with h si i i, i
m y h , h s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1. For each value of h we determine the orderi i i i
2.  .n j  .njs2.1by the following rule: If there are s pairs l m , . . . , l mj jj j1 2.1 2. ss
such that l s h, then we order the configurations according to thejk
 2. .  2. .increasing m , i.e., if m - m - . . . - m then c n - c n -j j j j i, j i, j1 2 2. 1 2s
 2 . . 1 .  . j j1. . . - c n . If there are also s pairs l m ,i , j jj2 . 11s .njs1.. . . , l mjj 1.1. ss
such that l F l and m s h for all k, then we order the configurationsj jik k
according to the increasing l , i.e., if l - l - . . . - l , thenj j j jk 1 2 1.s
. . . c n 2. - c n 1. - c n 1. - ??? - c n 1. . .  .  .  .i , j i , j i , j i , j2. 1.s 1 2 s
After we have ordered the configurations corresponding to h s 1, we start
  j ..ordering n c with j s y1 or y2. These determine the position of yi, j
and will be ordered with respect to the row h in which y lies, l - h F r .1i
For each value of h s l q h , h s 1, 2, . . . , r y l , we determine thei i 1i i
y2.  .n j1order by the following rule: If there are s pairs l m , . . . ,jj 11
 .n j y 2.sl m such that m s h y 1, then we order the configurationsj jy2.j y2. s ks
 y2..in order of the decreasing l , i.e. if l ) l ) ??? ) l then c n -i, jj j j j2 . 1k 1 sy 2
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 y2..  y2. . y1.  .n j1c n - ??? - c n . If there are also s pairs l mi, j i, j jy2. j2 S 11
 .n j y1.s, . . . , l m such that l s h y 1, when we order the configu-j y1.j jy1. ss k
ration in order of the decreasing m , i.e., if m ) m ) ??? ) m ,j j j j y1.k 1 2 s
then
. . . c n y2. - c n y1. - c n y1. - ??? - c n y1.y1. . .  .  . /i , j i , j i , j i , jy2. 1 2 ss
  j ..Each one of the configurations c n was obtained by choosingi, j
y , . . . , y for some l. In the case when two configurations are the same1 l
except for the number of chosen y , i.e., l, we will say that the configura-i
tion that was obtained with a smaller number of y is smaller.i
 .  .To obtain c n from c n , we will choose y , y g Y . Of these ki iq1 i i i i1 k i
elements k  j . will be chosen from each Y  j .. We will calculate pl  j .i, j i, j ca ., cn .i, j
  j .. lin order of increasing c n , i.e., starting with p and finishingi, j cn ., cn .iq1 i, i
with pl . At each stage we will assume that we already know how toca ., cn .i
l   j ..   j .. j .calculate p , where c n - c n .cn ., cn . i, r i, jiq1 i, r
Note. pl was calculated in Lemma 5.1.1, and for l s 0,cn ., cn .iq1 i, i
l   j .. j .p s 1 for all c n .ca ., cn . i, ji, j
  j ..Each space of structure type c n is obtained by choosing y , . . . , y ,i, j 1 l
Y X Y  .for some l, where each y s y q y as follows: y lie in the r r2 q 1 sti i i i i
row and have hyperbolic pairs in the lth row, where l - j. yX lie in the mthi
row, where m ) i, and have hyperbolic pairs in the jth row.
LEMMA 4.3.2. Let yY, yY , . . . , yY be as abo¨e. The spaces obtained by1 2 k
Y Y  .   j ..choosing y , . . . , y as y , . . . , y are of the structure type c n , where1 2 1 k i, r
  j ..   j ..c n - c n .i, r i, j
Proof. Dropping yX from y means that the final hyperbolic pair will liei i
X   j ..higher than it would with y included. By definition this makes c n -i i, r
  j ..c n .i, j
 .  .n s.Let c a s l m .ss
 2..   .  2..  . .. l  . l.Let c n s c a l c n , r r2 q 1 l y 1 , l m . We assigni, j i, j i jj r
 .  .  .  .d r r2 q 1 s 0 if l s 1 and 1 otherwise; d l s d l , d l y 1 s1 j r j j
 .e m s y1.j
PROPOSITION 4.3.1. Let i, j, r be as in Lemma 4.3.2; then
pl 2. s pl ql N y pl ,ca . , cn . ca . , cn . ca . , c b .i , j i , r
 .c b
 .  . Y Uwhere c b is obtained from c a by choosing y , . . . , y , each y s y q y .1 l i i i
Here yY is as in Lemma 4.3.2 and yU s  k y q  k yi i s m q1, s m q1, s l , j l , j l , jj j
 X .see the definition of y in Lemma 4.3.2 , where, for at least one i, k s 0i m q1, sj
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 U .for all s i.e., at least one of the y excludes all of y . Here N is thei m q1, sjX   j ..number of terms in y , and c n is as in Lemma 4.3.2.i i, r
Proof. The reasons that all the terms in the right hand side are known
are the same as those in the proof of Proposition 4.3.1. The claim that
pl  j . ql N counts the number of ways in which we can choose y , . . . , y ,ca ., cn . 1 li, r
such that y s yY q yX for each i, as in the proof of Proposition 4.3.1, alsoi i i
w xholds here. In this case the condition that y, Ay s 0 leads to an equation
on the coefficients k , but the coefficients of the N vectors do not appeari, j
in this equation, so the argument follows as in the proof of Proposition
4.3.1.
 1..   .  1..  . ..k .  .Let c n s c n l c n , r r2 q 1 m y 1 with d r r2 q 1i, j iq1 i, j i j i
 .  .s 0 if m s 1 and 1 otherwise; d m y 1 s e m y 1 s y1.j j j
PROPOSITION 4.3.2. pl 1. s q l Ng 2 Ml My2 l y pl , whereca ., cn . 2 1 ca ., c b .i, j
 .c b
 .  .  1..c b is obtained from c n by choosing y , . . . , y as for c n except thatiq1 1 l i, j
for at least one i, k s 0 for all s or k s 0 for all s, i.e., yr r2q1, s l q1, s ii j
excludes all y or all y . Here M is the number of y such that yr r2q1, s l , s r , s r , si j
 .lies no higher than the r r2 q 1 st row and its hyperbolic pair lies not loweri
w x   .than the m th row, and y , Ay / 0 i.e., r s r q 1 r2 for some kj r , s r , s k
lM  .nl .and M s  n , sum o¨er all pairs l ` that satisfy the condition , and Nls l l lo w x is the number of y as abo¨e, such that y , Ay s 0 i.e., r s m q 1r , s r , s r , s k
.for some k .
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Proposition 3.1.2.
Remark 4.3.2. When M is even we have two possible values for
2 M  2 M .s  2 M .n s w xl My2 l l My2 l i My2 lg , which are g and g . The condition y, Ay s 0 is2 , 1 2 1 2 1
 . rs r2q1equivalent to the condition that ¨ s  y1 k y is in thes, j r r2q1, j 1, js
 .nl  .nl  .nl0 1 Mquadric of the subspace V s 2 l 2 l . . . 2 l of V. So the0 l l l0 1 M
number of solutions is equal to the number of vectors in the quadric of V ,0
as was discussed in Sections 0.4 and 4.2.
l 2 N  .k Ny2 kRemark 4.3.3.  p s g , where we sum over all c ncn . c m ., cn . 2 10
 .that can be obtained from c m by choosing y , . . . , y in any of the ways0 1 k
described above. N s s d . This is true since, by definition,is1 i
pl 1. s g 2 Nk Ny2 k y pl ,c m . , cn . 2 1 c m . , cn .0 1 , p 0
 .c n
 .  1. .where we sum over all c n / c n .1, p
 .DEFINITION 4.3.7. We will call c n a configuration in 2-belt, and when
 .we need to indicate that a configuration c n is a configuration in 2-belt,
 .we will do so by writing c n .2
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 .4.4. Configuration in 2, 1 -Belt
 .  .  .Suppose c m is a configuration in 1, 0 -belt. Then we have d l s 1i
 .  .for the distinguished elements with w l s odd, and e l s 1 for all thei i
 .elements with w l s even. We will not change the value of d on oddi
parts at this stage, i.e., we will not be allowed to include any of the ``odd
distinguished'' elements in our choice of y.
 .DEFINITION 4.4.1. A configuration in 2, 1 -belt is obtained from a
 .configuration in 1, 0 -belt by adding new basis elements on top of distin-
 .guished columns l with w l s``even.''i i
Our next step is to choose y , . . . , y , each y s k y q y ,1 k s p q1, j p q1, j c m .j jw x  .with y , Ay s 0 and the nonzero condition on k for e l s 1 ands s l q1, j ii
 .w l s``even.''i
  j ..   .   j ...   j ..PROPOSITION 4.4.1. Let c n 9 s c n , c n , with c n one ofi, j 0 i, j i, j
 .the configurations from Section 4.3, and c n one of the configurations from0
Section 3.1. Then
pl  j . s pl9  j . q k N ,ca . , cn .9 ca .9 , cn .i , j i , j
 di .  .  .  .where l9 s r , r e¨en , c a 9 s c a l r r2, r e¨en . N is the number ofi i i i
 .  .y such that e p s y1, w p s``odd'' and y do not lie higherp q1, j i i p q1, ji i
 .than the r r2 q 1 st row and ha¨e hyperbolic pairs not lower than thei
 .  .p y 1 st row, where p s m or l see Propositions 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 .j j j j
Proof. When we choose y , . . . , y , each y s k y , where1 l s p q1, j p q1, ji i
the sum breaks into two parts, i.e., y s yY q yX , where yY contains onlys s s s
 .  .y with w p s``even,'' and e p s y1. The hyperbolic pairs ofp q1, j i ii
these y are never contained in the sum; therefore they only con-p q1, ji
tribute a power of q, q N to the number of solutions of the equation
w xy , Ay s 0, for each s.s s
Of course it is possible to obtain a configuration by making a new pair
out of two columns of different parities. Keeping in mind the fact that we
are building on top of ``even columns'' only, we will use the notation from
Section 4.3.
There are only two possibilities:
v Let
kri k2.  j .c n s q 1 l y 1 m m , c n l c n .  . . .  .i , j j r j i , j iq1 / / /2
 .  .with d r r2 q 1 s 0 if l s 1 and 1 otherwise, d m s 0 if m s 0 and 1i j r j
 .  .  .otherwise, w r r2 q 1 s``even,'' w l y 1 s``odd,'' and w m s``odd.''i j r
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v Let
k kXy2. y2.c n s p q 1 m y 1 l p , c n l c n , .  . .  . . .  .i , j j r i j i , j iq1 /
 .  .where d p q 1 s 0 if m s 1 and 1 otherwise, and w p q 1 s``even.''j r j
The computations follow as in Section 4.3, so
PROPOSITION 4.4.2. P l  j . s pl U q k N y pl .ca ., cn . ca ., cn . . ca ., c b .i, j i, r
 .c b
 .5. CONFIGURATIONS IN k, l -BELT
5.1. Configurations in k-Belt, k ) 2
Suppose now that l s r d1 . . . r d p with all r of the same parity. For r1 p i i
odd we have defined configurations in 1-belt in Section 3.1, and for r eveni
we have defined configurations in 2-belt in Section 4.3.
 .  .n1  .n s.  .Let c m s l m . . . l m be a configuration in k y 2 -belt. At1 s1 s
 .  .the point when we have finished building c m we have e p s y1 or 0i
 .for all i, p s l or m , and d p is either 1, 0, or y1. Before we start thei i ii
 .  .  .next step of our method, we set e p s d p and d p s y1 unlessi i i
 .d p s 0.i
Recall the general method:
Starting with a maximal totally isotropic space W, we choose a
y s k y q y , p q1, j p q1, j Wi i
i , j
w xp s m or l , such that y, Ay s 0, and form a new spacei i i
 :H  :W9 s y lW [ y .
with y as a new basis element.
 .DEFINITION 5.1.1. A configuration in k-belt c n is obtained from a
 .  .  .ni.  .   .configuration in k y 2 -belt c m s l m by setting c n s c m lii
 .  X X .nXi.  X X .nXic n , l m , where each pair l m comes from choosing vectorsi i ii
y , y , . . . , y X for the new basis elements in the following manner. Each y1 2 n li
 .lies in the l th row and has a hyperbolic pair in the m q 1 st row,ii
for some i. Furthermore the sum y s  k y q y containsl j, m j, m j, m c m .
 . at least one basis element y , distinguished with respect to c n i.e.,j, m
 . .e j y 1 s 1 .
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 .When we need to indicate that a configuration c n is a configuration in
 .k-belt, we will do so by writing c n .k
We will use the notation introduced in Section 4.3. First, we consider
 .c n .i, i
 .  . .. l  .  ..LEMMA 5.1.1. Let c n s l q 1 m y 1 , c n l c n . Leti, i i i i, i iq1
N be the number of l and m with e and d s y1, and such that y liej p q1, kj j
 .not higher than the l q 1 st row and ha¨e hyperbolic pairs not lower thani
the m th row, i.e., N s  ny1, y1.. Theni l F l , m G m jj i j i
1, y1.nl l N ip s q .cn . , cn .iq1 i , i l
Proof. The nonzero condition is applied to k , with y g Y ;l q1, j l q1, j i, ii i
the N coefficients are arbitrary and the rest are 0. If y s  k y qi, j i, j i, j
w x jn1, y1. iy according to the above specifications, then y, Ay s cn . jsjiq1 1
 n1, y1.i y1 . Ny1k k q ??? s 0 has 1 q q q ??? qq q solutions by thel q1, j m , jii
results of Theorem 0.5.2 Further y contributes q additionalcn .iq1
choices. Each additional choice of y can be made from the remaining basis
 w x.elements and contributes some repetitions see 10, Proposition 2.1 , i.e.,
y , . . . , y can be obtained in1 l
1 , y1. 1 , y1.n y1 N n yl Ni i 1, y1.1 q q q ??? qq q . . . 1 q q q ??? qq q .  . nl N is qly11 q q . . . 1 q q q ??? qq .  . k
 w x.ways see 10, Sect. 2.5 .
  j ..Each space of structure type c n is obtained from a space ofi, j
 .structure type c a by choosing y , . . . , y , for some l, where each y s1 l i
yY q yX as follows: yX s  k y q  k y , p s m , such thati i i s p q1, s p q1, s l , j l , j l , j j jj j
l - m if j s 2, p s l , such that m - m if j s 1, p s m ) l ifi j j i j jj j i
j s y2 and p s l ) l if j s y1, y lie not higher than y andj l , j p q1, sj i j
have hyperbolic pairs not lower than y , k / 0 for some s. Inp q1, s p q1, sj j
addition the yX determine the position of the hyperbolic pair of y in thei i
case j s 1 or 2, and the position of y in the case j s y1 or y2. Thisi
means that the vectors yY, yY , . . . , yY all have hyperbolic pairs higher than1 2 l
those of yX in the case j s 1 or 2, or they lie lower than yX in the casei i
j s y1 or y2.
LEMMA 5.1.2. Let yY, . . . , yY be as abo¨e. The spaces obtained by choos-1 l
Y Y Y  .   j ..ing y , y , . . . , y as y , y , . . . , y , are of the structure type c n , where1 2 l 1 2 l i, r
  j ..   j ..c n - c n .i, r i, j
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Proof. In the case j s 1 or 2, dropping yX from y means that the finali i
hyperbolic pair will lie higher and in the case j s y1 or y2, dropping yXi
from y means that the final y will lie lower than it would with yXi i
  j ..   j ..included. By definition this makes c n - c n .i, r i, j
The polynomials pl  j . are calculated according to the following.ca ., cn .i, j
PROPOSITION 5.1.1. Let i, j, r be as in Lemma 5.1.2; then
pl  j . s pl  j . ql N y pl ,ca . , cn . ca . , cn . ca . , c b .i , j i , r
 .c b
 .  . Y Uwhere c b is obtained from c a by choosing y , . . . , y , each y s y q y .1 l i i i
Here yY is as in Lemma 5.1.2 and yU s  k y q  k yi i s p q1, s p q1, s l , j l , j l , yj j
 Uwhere, for at least one i, k s 0 for all s i.e., at least one of the yp q1, s ij
. X   j ..excludes all of y . Here N is the number of terms in y , and c n is asp q1, s i i, rj
in Lemma 5.1.2.
Proof. First, we will check that all the terms in the right hand side of
the equation are already known. By Lemma 5.1.2, pl  j . is known.ca ., cn .i, r
l  .The p will be calculated in two parts: Suppose that c b is suchca ., c b .
that out of l, exactly l of the y have all k s 0; then choosing just0 i p q1, sj
 .  .these y , . . . , y as y gives a configuration c b which is clearly loweri i i 01 l0  j .. lthan c n in our order, so p is known. The remaining l y l y 's.i, j ca ., c b 0 i0
 . l  .give the configuration c b and p is known, since c b is equalc b ., c b .0
  j ..  .   j .. lto c n but l y l - l, so c b - c n . Finally, p si, j 0 i, j ca ., c b .
l l  .p p is thus known for every c b that appears in the aboveca ., c b . c b ., c b .0 0
formula.
Now we will justify the formula. If we can show the following claim, we
are done.
CLAIM. pl  j . ql N counts the number of ways we can choose y , . . . , y ,ca ., cn . 1 li, rY X Y Y such that y s y q y for each i. These y , . . . , y are as in Lemma 5.1.2 i.e.,i i i 1 k
  j ... Xthey lead to a space of structure type c n and each y s  k yi, r i s p q1, s p q1, sj j
q  k y , as in Lemma 5.1.1, but with all coefficients arbitrary.l , j l , j l , j
If we assume the claim, then clearly
pl  j . ql N s pl ,ca . , cn . ca . , c b .i , r
 .c b
 .where c b is as in the statement of this proposition, but also including
  j ..c n . The right hand side, by definition, counts the number of ways ini, j
which we can choose y , . . . , y as in the claim.1 l
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Proof of the claim. The number of ways in which we can choose
  . .y , . . . y on top of the distinguished columns l i.e., e l s 1 such that1 l k k
l N0wM xk G i with arbitrary coefficients of nondistinguished elements is q l
 .  .see Theorem 0.5.5 , where M is the number of l , k G i with e l s 1.k k
 . wHere M s M q M , where M is the number of l with e l s 1. By 1,i 0 i i i
xEq. 3.3.10 ,
l M MM 0 i lyk . M yk .0s q .l k l y kks0
Clearly
M M0 il ND l  lyk . M yk .0q  q0 ks1 k l y k
counts the number of ways in which we can choose y , . . . , y with at least1 l
 .  .one y such that k s 0 for all s i.e., excluding y with e l s 1.k l q1, s l q1, s ii i
Therefore
l M M0 i MM xw x  . il N l N  lyk . M yk .w sql N qM0 0 0 0 0q y q q k kyll lks1
is the number of y , . . . , y where, in the expression for each y , k / 01 l k l , siq1
 .for at least one s and at least one l with e l s 1, i.e., each y containski i
  j ..a distinguished vector y . This enables us to consider all c nl q1, s i, ji
simultaneously.
The rest follows as in the proofs of Propositions 3.1.1, 3.1.2, 4.3.1, and
4.3.2.
l k i N wni xRemark 5.1.1.  p s q . Here the sum is over allcn . cn ., cn . ki iq1 i i
 .  .c n that we can obtain from c n , by choosing y , . . . , y , N is thei iq1 1 k i
 .  .  .number of y , such that e i s d i s y1 with respect to c n , and n isi, j i i
 .the number of y such that e l s 1.l q1, j ii
 1. .This is true since for a special case of c n we havei, p
1, y1.nil k N li1.  j .p s q y p .cn . , cn . cn . , cn .iq1 1 , p iq1 i , jk  j . 1.i  .  .c n /c ni , j 1, p
nl g kMym.w xRemark 5.1.2.  p s p s q .cn . c m ., cn . m0 , n 0 k
s  . s 1, ?.Here M s  d s l l , n s  n is the number of distinguishediq1 i is1 i
 .  . M  .columns in c m with respect to c n , and g s r , if c n is a configura-
tion in r-belt. Furthermore m0 is a subpartition of g that has exactly n
 .  .n kcolumns with r y 1 elements, i.e., m0 s r y 1 . . . , and n 0 s r r y
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.nyk  .  .1 . . . . So c n was obtained from c m by choosing y , . . . , y in any1 k
 .possible way to form a configuration in r-belt. We sum over all such c n .
 .This is true since summing over all c n is the same as summing over all
  ..possible sequences c n , i s 1, s, or summing over all sequencesi
 .k , k , . . . , k , such that k q k q ??? qk s k and, for each k over all1 2 s 1 2 s i
 .c n associated to it. Finally,5.3i
p
l lp s p   c m . , cn . cn . , cn .iq1 i /
is0 . k qk q ??? qk sk  .c n c n1 2 s i
p ni nk Myn. n yk . kMyn.i j) i j js q s q .  k kiis0k q ??? qk sk1 p
The second equality is true by Remark 5.1.2, and the last equation is a well
 x.known combinatorial formula see, e.g., 1, Eq. 3.4.10 .
 .  .5.2. Configurations in k, k y l -Belt, k ) 2, c nk , kyl .
 .We defined configurations in 1, 0 -belt in Section 3.2 and configurations
 .in 2, 1 -belt in Section 4.2. After we have finished building a configuration
 .  .in 2, 1 -belt, we start on a configuration in 3, 2 -belt by adding on top of
 .  .  .distinguished columns p with w p s``odd.'' We will set e p s d pi i i i
 .for all p with w p s``odd,'' as before, but we will not change the valuei i
 .  .  .of e p and d p for p with w p s``even.'' So the ``even'' distinguishedi i i i
elements will not be included in any of the new vector choices.
 .DEFINITION 5.2.1. A configuration in k, k y 1 -belt is obtained from a
 .configuration in k y 1, k y 2 -belt by choosing y , . . . , y on top of1 k
 .  .  .columns p , with e p s 1 and w p s``odd'' if k odd, and w pi i i i
s``even'' if k even.
We can repeat this process until we are left with no distinguished
 .columns of a certain parity, say at the stage k , k y 1 . We may be able0 0
 .  .to continue with k q 2, k y 1 , k q 4, k y 1 , . . . until there is no0 0 0 0
distinguished elements left and we are done.
As we observed several times before, the only information we use for
the computations is the distribution of distinguished and nondistinguished
columns. For the assignment of the parity, i.e., the value of w, of the
distinguished columns, we refer to Section 3.3 and the discussion above.
Clearly at this stage, the addition of some nondistinguished elements to
the choice of y contributes only the power of q to the final results.
PROPOSITION 5.2.1. pl  j . s pl q k N y  pl as soca ., cn . ca ., cn . c b 0 ca .c b .i, j i, r
many times before.
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5.3. The Formula
We have thus completed the proof of our main result announced in the
Introduction:
l r1 r1 l  .THEOREM 5.3. g s    g n . Here the sum is o¨er alln is0 js0 c n . c . i, j.  i, j
 .  .configurations c n associated with n see Section 2 for the definition . We i, j.
 .  .set c n s c n . i, i. i
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